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Ælfred the Great 
Session 5: Legacy 

 
One last, sustained campaign of conquest between 893 and 896 tested Ælfred's reforms in 
military organisation to the limit and allows us to assess his career dispassionately.  How did 
he ensure that those who came after him secured and expanded on his achievements?   

 
The timeline overleaf rather speaks for itself: the longest entry in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, 
for 893, is more than 1000 words.  It is the narrative of a relentless, breathless, do or die 
campaign to the finish between the Continental Vikings and the king of Wessex.  Alfred had 
been able to spend much of the 880s on a domestic campaign of reform, defence, education 
and rebuilding institutions damaged by neglect and by the cost of Viking raids.  Now his 
defences would be put to the test.  There can be little doubt that the two fleets that arrived 
on the coast of Kent in 892 were co-ordinated; that they had a plan: to engage West Saxon 
forces in the south-east; to draw Ælfred far to the west and then overwhelm the countryside.  
More settled groups of Danes would arrive from the North to join in the fun – whether by 
design or circumstance we don't know.  Whether, for once, their intelligence failed the Host 
is hard to say: it looks as though they were unprepared for the reception organised by 
Ælfred, his ealdormen and allies. 
 
In this last session we account for the progress of the campaign which cements Ælfred's 
reputation as a military commander and thinker of the highest order.  We assess the success 
of the burghal system and of reforms to military organisation and ask if the militarisation of 
Wessex and its allies came at the expense of the social and economic harmony. 
 
The victory of Wessex against the second Great Host was also Ælfred's victory against 
divisive domestic interests and it allowed him to extend not just his personal prestige and 
political capital, but that of the state.  Now professionalised, the machinery of power, 
kingship, law-making and its institutional relationship with the church created a recognisable 
medieval state.  Increasingly, economic, legislative and judicial power was concentrated in an 
élite group of those favoured as the king's intimates: those who had supported and 
implemented his great projects.   
 
I can't end the course without taking a short look at the careers of Ælfred's children, 
Eadweard and Æðelflæd, and the success of the Wessex-Mercian alliance.  Their remarkable 
collaboration, and their individual qualities of aggression, strategic nous and loyalty to their 
father's vision are hugely impressive.  They not only consolidated his achievements but 
expanded on them.  Eadweard was politically aggressive, active and single-minded.  
Æðelflæd was equally proactive, strategically sophisticated and adaptable – the most 
remarkable of the Early Medieval women whom we can talk about in detail. 
 
If we have the time, I'd like to think about how different Britain was in 900 after fifty years of 
active campaigning, a wave of settlements in the north and east, and the responses of 
successive kings.  Can we see these changes in the archaeology?  If so, how do we gauge the 
overall effect of Scandinavian influence on Britain?  Does Ælfred's reputation stand up to 
modern historical scrutiny? 
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Ælfred timeline: 892-896 
 
892 – Two new Viking fleets totalling 330 ships raise forts in Kent at Milton Regis and at 
Appledore.  The core of the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle is produced + Asser’s Life of King Ælfred. 
 
893 – Ælfred divides his levies into two so that one is always in the field; a guerrilla war 
ensues.  The Appledore Host  wants to cross the Thames with its plunder, to go into Essex.  
They trace a path through Andredesweald, ravaging Hampshire and Berkshire; levies under 
Edward ride and intercept them at Farnham and put them to flight and win the plunder; the 
Host flees across the Thames without using any ford and up to Thorney island in the Colne.  
They are surrounded by the levies, including those of Æðelred of Mercia from London; but 
the besiegers run out of provisions, complete their tour of duty, and leave, just as Ælfred is 
arriving with new levies.  The Host remains encamped because their king is injured and 
cannot be moved; peace is made and the Host retires to East Anglia.   Northumbrian and 
East Anglian hosts sail to a port in Devon on the Bristol Channel while Ælfred’s forces are 
exchanging duties;  another fleet arrives at Exeter.  Ælfred marches towards Exeter; the Host 
retire to their ships.  Ælfred’s other levies pass through London and engage Haesten’s army 
at Benfleet.  They storm the fort while Haesten is away raiding; capture his wife and two sons 
and take them to London; they burn or sink the Hosts’ fleet; Ælfred restores wife and 
children  to Hæsten.  The combined Host builds a fort at Shoebury; then travels up the 
Thames as far as the Severn then upstream, with large reinforcements from East Anglia and 
Northumbria; the forces unattached to Ælfred assemble, under Æðelred and ealdormen 
Æðelhelm of Wiltshire and Æðelnoth of Somerset and some Welsh forces, besiege the host 
at Buttington (Montgomeryshire) in their fortress there on ‘both sides of the river’.  Near 
starvation, they break out but the alliance attacks them on the east side of the Severn and 
gains the victory.  Great slaughter on both sides.  King’s thegn Ordheh slain.  The host retires 
to East Anglia, stashes its baggage train, dashes for Chester, at that time  ‘deserted’; they are 
besieged by the levies, who take all the cattle and provisions from the hinterland in a 
scorched earth policy.   
 
894 – Anarawd (Gwynedd) ‘came with Englishmen to lay waste Ceredigion and Ystrad Tywi’.  
The force besieging Exeter returns via Chichester, where it harries inland but is repulsed with 
heavy casualties by the levies there.   The host escapes from Chester, goes into Wales; 
returns to East Anglia via Northumbria and makes camp on Mersea; then it sails up the 
Thames and up the River Lea to somewhere near Hertford.  Ælfred brings the fyrd into the 
area in late summer to protect the harvest, and begins construction of a bridge and double 
fort across the Lea.  The Host decamps and marches west as far as Bridgnorth.  Ælfred sends 
envoy, Æðelnoth, probably the Ealdorman of Somerset and a senior figure in Ælfred’s 
government, to York to sue for peace.  Peace Treaty is signed  poss 894.  The Host returning 
by sea from Exeter raids inland from Chichester; they are overwhelmed by the levies 
 
895 – Death of Guðrøðr, son of Harðaknútr, leader of Northumbrian Vikings.  Buried in York 
minster.  Possible birthdate of Æðelstan to Edward and Ecgwynn – he is possibly raised at 
the court of Æðelred and Æðelflaed. 
 
896 – The Host disperses: some to East Anglia, some to Northumbria, some to the Seine.. 
 
899 – King Ælfred  dies on 26 October; succeeded by son Eadweard (the Elder).  Revolt by 
Æðelwold  son of Æðelred I, based at his estate of Wimborne (burial place of his father, 
Æðelred, Alfred’s brother); flees to Northumbrian Danes, who recognise him. 
 
900 – Eadweard is crowned at Kingston upon Thames. 


